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Erratum 
Volume 134, Number 1 (1988) in the article “Evasion with Weak 
Superiority,” by Jiongmin Yong, pages 116124: On page 120, (3.3) should 
read 
inf inf max( +, IZA i”f( 2.4, u)) 2 6. 
UGU $d4~,IIJIlI=l osv (3.3) 
Then, Case 2 in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (on page 122) should be changed 
properly (in an obvious way). The example presented in Section 4 still 
works. However, we need to make the analysis more carefully. For the 
readers’ convenience, we carry out the relevant details here. We keep the 
original notation. 
The system reads 
i=Az+f(u, u), (4.1) 
with z E R4, u = (u,, u2, u,)~, u = (u,, u2, u3)=e R3, UT + US < A’, UT + us 6 I, 
Iu31 GA I+ GB (4 B >O), and 
The terminal set M= {z, = z2 = O}. Let us check condition (3.3). To this 
end, we let $ E Ml, 111+11 = . Then $ = (qT, O)T for some q E R’, /IqlI = 1. 
Then, for any u E U, 
-VT 
( 
cos u3 -sin u3 0, 
sin u3 >( > cost43 u2 
=:I +z2. 
We take 
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which gives 
Now we estimate I,. We see that I, is nothing but the inner product of the 
vector ye with the vector (ur, uZ)= after rotation by an angle u3. Now, we 
want to rotate (ur, uZ)T (or choose uj) so that I, is maximized. Clearly, the 
worst case is that q is in the opposite direction from (u,, uJT. Even in this 
case, by taking v3 = IKE (0, B A 423, we have (note that in this case 
? = (Ul? U*)=IIIh > %)I1 )
1 
cos 8 
I1 = 
(Ul) 4 
( 
-sin0 ur 
II( UlY Al sin 8 cos 8 I( 242 ) 
= - (I(u,, u*)Il cos 82 -1cos 8. 
Hence, we always have 
max($, ZZAf(u, a)) 2 A( 1 - COS 0) - 6 > 0. 
“E v 
This gives (3.3) and the example works. 
The author thanks Professor L. P. Yugai of Tashkent Lenin State 
University, USSR, for pointing out the error in the paper. 
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